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SUMMARY
In comparing two groups of subjects, suppose that each subject has two observations
which are probabilistically exchangeable. Univariate rank tests which utilize this symmetry
property are proposed for testing the equality of the two groups. Efficiencies of these tests
are discussed. Point and interval estimators of the location shift parameter are obtained
through the proposed rank tests. Examples are also provided to illustrate the proposed
procedures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper considers the problem of comparing two groups of subjects when the observation
of each subject consists of two probabilistically exchangeable measurements. This type of
problem arises often in practice. For example, inversion of the body into an upside-down and
totally dependent position is a part of many physical fitness programs. This procedure can
relieve back pain and spinal disk pressure. However, it may be harmful to certain groups of
patients. Unfortunately, few studies have documented the physiological changes associated
with its use. Recently Weinreb et at. (1984) have evaluated changes in intraocular pressure in
eyes with primary open-angle glaucoma after inversion and compared them with the changes
in intraocular pressure in healthy non-glaucomatous eyes. In their study, while the patient
was seated, the intraocular pressures of both eyes were measured. Each patient was then
inverted and both eyes pressures were taken again. It is reasonable to assume that for each
patient the measurement of the pressure in the right eye is probabilistically exchangeable with
that in the left eye. Weinreb et at. (1984) also confirmed this empirically. Hence, in their
analysis, the measurements for the right and the left eyes of each patient were averaged and
the usual univariate two-sample tests were then performed using these averages. We will see
in this article that this procedure may not be very efficient.

Another interesting study which is similar to the above example can be found in Roy, Gunkel,
and Podgor (1986). The aim of this study is to determine whether insulin-dependent diabetic
patients, with minimal diabetic retinopathy, have colour vision defects when compared with
normal subjects. For each patient, four colour vision tests were performed on both eyes to
assess colour vision. Again, the measurement of colour vision in the right eye may be assumed
to be probabilistically exchangeable with that in the left eye.

In this paper, we take advantage of the symmetry property in such problems and propose
an alternative way to analyse the type of data described above. In Section 2, a class of
univariate rank tests is introduced to test the equality oftwo groups based on the exchangeable
paired data. The efficiencies of these tests are also investigated. If one assumes that the
intraocular pressure or the measurement of colour vision for the two groups only differ from
each other by a location shift parameter e, then the point and interval estimators of ecan be
obtained through the rank tests. This is given in Section 4. The proposed procedures are
Illustrated using the data from a particular colour vision test conducted by Roy et at. (1986).
All the results here can be extended to the K-dimensional case.
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2. ASYMPTOTICALLY DISTRIBUTION-FREE TESTS
Let (X w X 2i), i = 1, ... , m be i.i.d. random vectors with a continuous distribution function

H(x l, X2) which is symmetric in its arguments, i.e., H(x l, x 2)= H(x 2, x.), for all (Xl' x2)E R 2.

The common marginal distribution function is denoted by F. In the first example of eye
studies, X Ii is the change in the pressure of the left eye for the ith healthy individual from
the seated to the inverted position. The X 2i is the change for the right eye. Similarly, let (Yl j ,

Y2 ) , j = 1, ... , n be the corresponding changes for glaucomatous patients and i.i.d. with a
continuous distribution function K(Yl, Y2). The Y's are also assumed to be independent of
X's. Again, the K is symmetric with marginal distribution function G.

The hypothesis we wish to test is

Ho: H(x, y) = K(x, y), for all (x, y) E R 2.

Since X Ii and X 2i are exchangeable for i = 1, ... , m as are Y1j and Y2j, j = 1, ... , n, it seems
natural to pool all the X's into one group and pool all the Y's into another and perform a
univariate "two-sample" analysis. This leads us to consider the following general linear rank
statistic

WN=2~ itl [J(~i)+JC~r)J
where N = 2m + 2n, J is some score generating funtion defined in the interval (0, 1), and
R li(R 2;) is the rank of X li(X 2i) in the combined sample {X Ii' X u- i = I, ... , m; Ylj' Y2j, j = 1,
... , n}. The choice of the function JO has been extensively discussed for the two-sample
problem in the literature (cf. Randles and Wolfe, Chapter 9, 1979; Hajek and Sfdak, Chapter
VI, 1967). For example, in the location problem, if the common density fis known, then the
score function J*(u)= -f'(F-l(U»/{f(F- l(u»} produces the asymptotically efficient test.

Note that X Ii and X 2i are correlated as are Y1j and Y2j, and the test based on WN is no
longer distribution-free. We will show, however, that it is asymptotically distribution-free. The
following theorem provides the asymptotic distribution of the standardized WN for general H
and K.

Theorem 1. Let PN = miN, qn = nlN and assume that

(AI) PN-+P, qN-+q, O<p, q<t, as N-+oo;

(A2) IJ(s) I~ c[s(l-s)r(1 /2 ) + <, IJ'(s) I~ c[s(l-s)] -(3/2)+<,

where 0 < s < 1 and C is some constant.
Then, the variable N I/2(W

N- J1), where J1 = J':' 00 J(2pF(x) + 2qG(x»dF(x), converges in
distribution to a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance r 2

, where

r 2 = q va{Loooo {1(Y11 ~ y) + I(Y21~ y)}J'(2pF(y) + 2qG(y»dF(y)] +

:2 va{L: {I(X 11 ~ X)+ I(X 21 ~ x)}J '(2pF(x) + 2qG(X»dG(X)}

and 10 is the indicator function. Under Ho, J1 = J10 = g J(u)du and r2 = r6 = qlp{J J2(u)du 
2(J J(U)dU)2 +HJ(F(x»J(F(y»dH(x, y)}.

Proof See the Appendix.
Under n; and Assumptions (AI) and (A2), the parameter '7 = HJ(E(X»J(F(y»dH(x, y) can

be consistently estimated by

~ = 2PN ff J(F(x»J(F(y»dH(x, y) + 2qN ff J(G(x»J(G(y»dK(x, y)

= ~ {~l J(F(X li»J(F(X 2;) + jt
1

J(G(Y1)J(G(Y2j»},
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where fJ and k. are the empirical di~tribut~on ~u!lctio~s baJed ?~ {(Xli' Xl;)' i = 1~ ... , m}
~d {(Y1h Y2),)~I, ... ,~n}, respectIv~ly, F=j(F1+F2), G=1(G1+G2), F1(x) = H(x, 00),
F2 (y) = H(oo, y), G1(x) = K(x, 00) and G2 (y) = K(oo, y).

It foliows that under H o the variable N 1
/
2(W

N - /1o)/io is approximately N(O, 1) for large
N, where

i6 = :: {f J2(u)du - 2(f J(u)dur+ ~}.

3. EFFICACY OF RANK TEST WN

It can be seen from the proof of Theorem 1 that the weak convergence of WN in fact holds
uniformly in Hand K. This gives us the asymptotic normality for WN under certain contiguous
alternatives.

Firstly, let us evaluate the efficacy of the rank test based on WN for the location problem.

To this end, consider a sequence of alternatives HN: K(x, y) = H(x + JdN' y + JdN). for (x, y) E

R 2 and a constant d. Then, the asymptotic efficacy of the linear rank test WN is

2q{f dJ<;:X» dF(X)}
e(WN) = - =-- - - - ----"---

TO

for score functions J which satisfy certain smooth conditions (cf. Lehmann, p. 372, 1975).
Because of the extra term 1] in the variance T6, in general it is not clear that the score function
J* would produce the asymptotically efficient test against H N . However, if H is a bivariate
normal, it is easy to see that the test WN based on the score J* or <1>-1 is asymptotically
efficient, where <I> is the distribution function of N(O, 1). Note that under the normality
assumption the maximum likelihood estimator &of the location shift parameter () is simply

Kx1+ X2- Y1 - Y2 ] , where
m

Xi = L Xij/m,
j= 1

n

Yi = L Yu/n, i = 1, 2.
j= 1

For the Wilcoxon test, i.e. J = identity function, the asymptotic relative efficiency(ARE) e(WN ,

&) of WN to the test based on &is (1 + p)/{(n/3) + 2 sin -1(p/2)} when the underlying H is BN(O,
(; D). Table 1 shows that the e(WN , &) is always greater than 3/n which is the ARE of the
Wilcoxon test to the r-test for the univariate two-sample problem under normality. The ARE
of WN to the procedure T which takes the averages Xi = (X Ii + X 2;)/2, i = 1, ... , m and
¥j = (Yu + Y2;)/2, j = 1, ... , n first and then applies the two-sample Wilcoxon test to X's and
¥'s is (1 + p)/{l + (6/n)sin -1(p/2)}. Since wedeal with the location problem here, it is no surprise
that the gain of efficiency from WN is small under normality. However, if the underlying
distribution.F is not normal, then the gain of efficiencyfor WN can be substantial. For example,
if F is the distribution function of the unit exponential and X Ii and X 2iare independent, as are
Y1j and Y2 j , the ARE of WN to T is 2 for Wilcoxon scores.

Now let us consider the problem of testing for a difference in scale, i.e., the sequence of the
alternative hypothesis is now

FIN: K(x, Y)=H((1 +./N)x, (1 +J~}).
for (x, y) E R 2 and some d. For simplicity, only Klotz's score function, i.e., JO = [<I> - \W, is
considered here (cf. Klotz, 1962). The ARE of WN to the procedure T with Klotz's score
function is 2/(1 + p2) when H is the standard bivariate normal with correlation coefficient p.
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TABLE 1

The asymptotic relative efficiency 100 x e(WN, 8) under the standard bivariate normal with
correlation coefficient p

p 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

95.5 95.9 96.2 96.4 96.6 96.6 96.6 96.5 96.3 95.9 95.5

The test based on WN is obviously much more powerful than T in this case. The superiority
of WN over T can also be seen for other score generating functions in detecting a difference
in scale.

4. ESTIMATION OF THE LOCATION SHIFT PARAMETER

Suppose that the two groups to be compared only differ from each other by an unknown
constant e, i.e., K(x, y) = H(x + e, y + e). Then the test-based confidence region of e can be
easily obtained by inverting the test WN (cf. Lehmann, 1963 and Sen, 1966).

Let WN= WN(X I , ... , Xm ; Y I , ... , Yn) , where Xi=(X w X 2i) and Yj=(Yl j, Y2J Also let
Yj + e = (Yl j + e, Y2j + e). Then, using Theorem 1 and the fact that, as N ---> 00,

II J(G(x))J(G(y))dK(x, y) !'... II J(G(x))J(G(y))dK(x, y) = II J(F(x))J(F(y))dH(x, y),

d

we have that the variable N I
/
2{W

N(XI , ... , Xm ; Y I +e, ... , Y n + e) - Jlo}/10---> N (0, 1). If

WN(e) = WN(X I , ... , Xm; Y I + e, ... , Y, + e) is nonincreasing in e, for large N, an interval I(e)
of e can be obtained with any prespecified confidence level.

Now, suppose that

(C1) large values of WN reject H o;

(C2) WN(e) is nonincreasing in e for every Xi' i = 1, ... , m and Yj , j = 1, ... , n. Although
WN is not exactly a distribution-free test, the Hodges-Lehmann estimator lJ for () can still be
obtained through WN , where

lJ = ()* ~e** , e* = sup{ e: WN(()) > Jlo} and ()** = inf{(): WN(e) < Jlo}.

By similar arguments given by Hodges and Lehmann (1963) or by Wei and Gail (1983), as
N ---> 00, the variable N I

/
2(lJ - e) converges in distribution to a normal variable with mean 0

and variance e- 2(W
N), where e(WN) is the efficacy of the test based on WN. Conditions (C1)

and (C2) are rather mild. For example, they are satisfied by the Wilcoxon test.

5. AN EXAMPLE

In this section we analyse the results from a particular colour vision test (Farnsworth-Munsell
100-Hue test) conducted by Roy, Gunkel and Podgor (1986) to determine if insulin-dependent
diabetic patients have colour vision defects. A high test score indicates that there is a colour
vision defect. For each patient test scores were obtained on both eyes. In our analysis there
are forty-five insulin-dependent diabetic patients with scores (X Ii' X 2i) and forty normal
patients with score (Yl j, Y2) . The Wilcoxon test N I

/
2(W

N - t)/10 for testing H o yields a value
of 2.483 with one-sided p-value .006. This indicates that insulin-dependent diabetic patients,
with no-to-minimal diabetic retinopathy had significantly more colour defects. It is interesting
to note that if the analyses are done separately for right and left eyes, the corresponding
p-values are 0.01 and 0.012, respectively.

If we are willing to assume that the 100-Hue score for the the two groups to be compared
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only differ from each other by an unknown constant (), then the rank estimator based on the
Wilcoxon statistics is l}= 20.5. That is, on average, the 100-Hue test score for the diabetic
patient is higher than that for the normal control by an amount of 20.5. Furthermore, by
inverting the Wilcoxon test, a 90% confidence interval I«() of () is (6.2, 35.7).

6. REMARKS
The procedures proposed here may be applicable to other medical areas, such as

otolaryngology, where correlated replicate observations are obtained from patients. These
procedures can be easily generalized to the case where the number of observations contributed
by different subjects might not be the same.

Since Xli and X 2; are correlated as are Yljand Y2 j , it seems rather difficult, if not impossible,
to derive the asymptotically efficient test for testing, for example, a location difference for a
given marginal density function! However, the test based on Wilcoxon score for which J is
the identity function for WN in Section 2, retains both the simplicity and robustness of the
univariate two-sample Wilcoxon test. We recommend it for practical use in detecting a possible
difference between two groups.

7. APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1. We will only sketch the proof here. By an argument similar to that

given by Akritas (1984), all the claims made here can be proved rigorously.
Le! f = J(PNI:.1 + PNF2 + qNGJ. + qN( 2 ) a!.1d J = J(2pF + 2qG). Then JfdF 1 - JJdF =

JJd(F l -F)+J(JI1X1(1),OO]-J)d(F l -F)+ J(JI[Xl(l),oo]-J)dF, where X 1(1) is the smallest
order statistic of Xl;, i = 1, .. " m. Integration by parts of the first term gives - J(F 1 

F)J'(2PNF + 2qNG)d(2PNF + 2qNG). The second term is op(N- 1/2 ) uniformly in Hand K.The
third term can be written as

f{PN(F1- F) + PN(F 2 - F)+ qN(G l - G) +qN(G2 - G)}J'(2PNF + 2qNG)dF + op(N- 1/2) .

If we apply the same kind of approximation to (J )dF2 - JJdF), then WN= WN- JJdF =
q[J {(G1- G) + (G2 - G)}J'(2pF + 2qG)dF - H(F1- F) + (F 2 - F)}J'(2pF + 2qG)dG]. The

WN is a sum of two sums of independent identically distributed random variables. It follows
from the Central Limit Theorem that N 1

/
2 WN is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and the

variance specified in the theorem.
Under H o, note that J(/(X 11 ~ x) - F(x))dJ(F(x)) = - J J(F(x»d(/(X 11 ~ x) - F(x» =

-J(F(X 11)) +JJ(u)du. Therefore, r~ = (qj2p) var{J(F(X 11» + J(F(X2I»)}'
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